History Year 3 – Britain’s settlement by the Anglo-Saxons

National Curriculum Objectives: Britain’s settlement by the Anglo-Saxons.

Prior Objectives:

-changes in history
-awareness of the past using common words and phrases relating to the passing
of time

•

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Skill – develop an awareness and
understanding of the past

Skill –develop an awareness and
understanding of the past

Knowledge –to begin to
understand who Anglo-Saxons were

Knowledge – begins to understand how,
when and why

WALT: understand where the

WALT: begin to understand how, when

WALT: to understand how the Anglo-

WALT: to understand what life was

WILF:
--say who the Anglo-Saxons were
-begin to understand where they
came from

WILF:
-suggest reasons for invasions
-devise historically valid questions

WILF:
--understand how GB was divided into
kingdoms
-to know some names have remained from
the Anglo-Saxons

WILF:
-understand life was different
-using artefacts question what and
why

Lesson: look at the AS maps and where the

Lesson: on Ipads use History E-

Anglo-Saxons came from

Lesson: Watch the following
video and discuss
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/homew
ork-help/history-homeworkhelp/anglo-saxons-facts-forkids

As a class look at the research
map – what do we know about
the Anglo-Saxons?
Watch the video and fill in some
of the map.
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/homeworkhelp/history-homework-help/anglosaxons-facts-for-kids
Recording: ch to think of what
more they want to know about the

and why Anglo-Saxons invaded Britain

Lesson: discuss with the children – why

do they think the Anglo-Saxons invaded?

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Skill – develop an awareness of the past

Skill – develop awareness

Skill –

Skill –

Knowledge – identify changes

Knowledge – to make comparisons

Knowledge –

Knowledge –

Saxons changed Britain

together look through the comprehension
activity and highlight how, when and why
Anglo-Saxons invaded using 3 different
colours

kingdoms were
-can children think why this might be?
Look at names of kingdoms and research
names – in pairs
-share information found

Recording: look at the questions about
the Anglo-Saxons invasion and answer

Recording: children label own map of

UK showing Anglo-Saxon kingdoms add any more information

like in Anglo-Saxon Britain

book and read about life in AngloSaxon times -pay attention to
housing and work
-use artefacts or PPT with artefact
pictures on to work out what they
are and what they can tell us about
AS times
-use Ipads to find out more about
one or 2 of the artefacts

Recording: draw the artefact
and write what it is, how it
was used and share the
information with the class what similar things are used in
modern times

WALT:

WALT:

WILF:
-

WILF:
-

Lesson

Lesson

Recording:

Recording:

Anglo-Saxons and write these as
questions

Assessment: prior knowledge, work in books, fact files
Key Vocabulary: pagan, kingdoms, warriors, artefacts

Year 3 : Anglo-Saxons
410

What should I already know?
-History refers to the passing of time
-Common words related to the passing of time
-How to ask and answer question
History –learning about
past events people and
decisions

N/C – Britains settlement by the Anglo-Saxons and Scots

Powerful knowledge

Significant dates,
people and places

Romans left Britain
449
Anglo-Saxons arrive in Britain
Paganism
When the Anglo Saxons
arrived in Britain they were
Pagan, this meant they
believed in lots of different
Gods and Goddesses who
were all in charge of
different parts of life.
450
Britain is divided into 7
kingdoms
597 AD
St.Augustine brought
Christianity to Britain from
Rome and became Archbishop
of Canterbury
757 AD
Offa king of Mercia (one of
the 7 kingdoms) declares
himself king of England

Interesting facts - Alfred the Great fought the Vikings and then made peace so that
the English and Vikings settled down in peace with each other.

Glossary/Key Events
Angles

Tribes from modern day Denmark

Saxons

German – Dutch tribes who settled in Britain from 450 AD

Pagan

A religion which involves worshipping many Gods and Goddesses

Scots

People from Ireland who were fierce and powerful fighters

When did the Anglo-Saxons
come to England?
What did the English king do?

They came around 450AD after the country was left without an army of its own
and therefore vulnerable to attack.
He invited the strong Anglo-Saxon warriors to defend his land because he was
worried the country would be attacked.

How did this backfire for the
king?

Unfortunately for the English they decided to take the country for their own.

Where did the Anglo-Saxons
come from?

They came across the North Sea from Northern Germany, Denmark and The
Netherlands and settled in different parts creating the 7 Kingdoms of England

Key people
Anglo-Saxons

